
KFH announces 
Maryam Bakhait 
as the winner 
of BMW 420i
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
announced Maryam Bakhait Mubarak
Bakhait as the winner of the second BMW
420i. The draw is part of Win with Hesabi
campaign that offers 2 BMW 420i and 120
cash prizes worth KD 250.

The winner was received at the KFH Auto
Showroom in Shuwaikh under the supervi-
sion of the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry. Maryam Bakhait expressed her
happiness in winning the car, praising the
advantages offered by KFH to Hesabi cus-
tomers including discounts, prizes and exclu-
sive rewards.

Once the social allowance is transferred to
Hesabi program, customers enter the monthly
draw on a prize of KD 250, in addition to
cars. KFH offers “Hesabi for Youth” with a
variety of privileges as part of its continued
endeavor to provide adequate customer care,
innovate new products and services and fulfill
the needs of all customers of various age cat-
egories and interests. Services and products
are tailored to suit customers’ needs and pro-
vide distinguished service as per global stan-
dards regarding quality, accuracy and speed.  

Hesabi” program has been designed to
meet the needs of youth and aspire for their
active life style. This program presents for

youth many exclusive offers and a wide range
of privileges including Hesabi ATM card with
a unique design, eligibility to issue Hesabi
prepaid card (as per credit regulations of
KFH), distinguished offers and discounts etc.

KFH continues to launch marketing cam-
paigns to reward youth customers. Hesabi for

Youth represents the ambitions and expecta-
tions of youth category and copes with KFH
aspirations to attract the largest portion of
youth who represents the major part of
Kuwaiti society. Also, the account represents
KFH initiative to diversify banking services
and products

KUWAIT: Jazeera Airways, Kuwait’s leading low-cost
airline, operating regionally and internationally, yester-
day announced it will start flying to London on October
27, 2019, serving the British capital in new A320neo air-
craft with daily flights.

This will be the first new service to the UK from
Kuwait in 55 years. Landing at London Gatwick Airport
South Terminal where access to the Gatwick Express
train connects passengers directly to central London, the
airline has scheduled timings conveniently leaving early
mornings from Kuwait and landing just in time for lunch
in London, or mid-afternoon on Saturdays. Prices will
start from KD 60 one-way in Economy Class, KD 125 in
Premium Economy Class and KD 250 in Business Class.

Speaking of the milestone launch, Jazeera Airways
Chairman, Marwan Boodai, said: “What better way to
continue our expansion in 2019 than to announce
London as a new destination of the year. This is a first
for a Low-Cost Carrier in the Middle East to fly long-
haul, using our new A320neo aircraft. We are very
excited to be providing our passengers with one of the
most popular destinations from Kuwait and the region
and we expect high demand for the route.”

Commenting on the new service between Kuwait
and London, Michael Davenport MBE, Ambassador to
the State of Kuwait, said: “I am delighted to see Jazeera
Airways launching this new service between Kuwait
and London Gatwick, made possible by the new Air
Services Agreement signed last year. It is really encour-
aging, as we mark the 120th Anniversary of the
Kuwaiti-British Treaty of Friendship, to see more
Kuwaitis visiting Britain and studying at British univer-
sities than ever before.”

Stephen King, Gatwick’s Head of Airline Relations,
added: “This important new route to Kuwait further
strengthens Gatwick’s network of connections to the
Middle East. It provides exciting new opportunities for
Britain to do business with a country at the forefront of
the oil, financial services and technology industries. It’s
fantastic news that Jazeera Airways has joined
Gatwick’s extensive roster of long-haul airlines and
we’re really looking forward to welcoming them to the
airport in October.”

Jazeera Airways will serve London with a cabin con-
figuration in three classes: Business Class, a new
Premium Economy Class and Economy Class. The
Business Class offers passengers a 33-inch seat pitch,
50 kilograms in baggage allowance, priority boarding
and a complementary inflight meal. The Premium
Economy Class offers passengers a 31-inch seat pitch,
while Economy Class offers a 29/30-inch seat pitch.
Hot meals will be provided for the first time on Jazeera
flights - complimentary in Business Class and Premium
Economy, and from the Jazeera Cafe menu for Economy
passengers.

Bookings for the Kuwait-London flights are avail-
able at jazeeraairways.com, via the Jazeera App or by
calling 177. The Jazeera Terminal T5 provides passen-
gers with the ease and comfort of traveling with 12
check-in counters, eight self-check-in kiosks, dedicat-
ed passport and security control procedures, duty free
shops and restaurants, as well as free WiFi internet
service available for passengers when boarding at the
T5 gates. T5 also has a dedicated number at 176 and
Help Team on-ground to respond to passengers’
queries and guide them through the Terminal. 
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Jazeera Airways launches 
flights to London Gatwick

First LCC in Mideast to fly long-haul, longest commercial route served by A320neo

KUWAIT: 5G is on and regional telecom
operators are quickly developing 5G com-
mercial deployments. GCC countries are in
the 1st wave of 5G rollout. Timing is every-
thing, people often say. That’s why Huawei is
launching the Huawei Mate 20 X (5G), cur-
rently claimed as the King of 5G
Smartphones and Huawei’s first commercial
5G smartphone in the market. It is worth
pointing out that Huawei started developing
its 5G technology as early as 2009 and have
hired thousands of employees engaged in 5G
development or invested $1.4 billion in this
technology only in 2017-18. 

The Huawei Mate 20 X (5G) was launched
last month, let’s discover more about it.

Super-fast 5G
The Huawei Mate 20 X (5G) provides a

theoretical speed of up to 4.6Gbps download
speed, saving you lots of time and frustration
when streaming and downloading. Huawei
Mate 20 X (5G) is compatible with multiple
generations of network technology including
4G, 3G and 2G1. Regardless of your mobile
network maturity, high speed connectivity is
guaranteed thanks to two chipsets: Kirin 980
and 5G multi-mode chipset Balong 5000.
While some 5G phones support only Non-
Standalone (NSA) networking mode, Huawei
Mate 20 X (5G) is the only 5G smartphone*
to support both NSA and Standalone (SA).
The SA, the recent version of networking
mode, ensures a better performance and

higher efficiency for your phone.

Matrix Triple Camera
Huawei has made the Huawei Mate 20 X

(5G) with Leica cameras. On the back, there’s
a triple camera array in a distinctive square:
40MP wide angle camera, 20MP ultra-wide
camera and 8MP telephoto lens. Up front,
there’s a 24MP selfie camera. The Huawei
Mate 20 X (5G) can produce astonishing
snaps in a variety of scenarios, ultra-wide and
macro shots.

Seamless gaming experience
The Huawei Mate 20 X (5G) has an enor-

mous 7.2-inch OLED FHD+ screen2. It is so
huge! For hard gamers, this is an experience
like no other. You have a 7.2 inch screen to
enjoy with minor little circle hanging down
from the top center. Even if you’re running
graphically-intensive games at high settings,
this device stays cool and responsive thanks
to the integration of Huawei SuperCool - a
groundbreaking cooling solution that utilizes
graphene film and vapor chamber to deliver
an outstanding cooling performance.

Long-lasting battery
It’s quite unfortunate when your device

dies down and you do not know if the header
was a goal or got deflected. Thankfully, you
don’t experience this with the Huawei Mate
20 X (5G). It has a massive 4200mAh and
Huawei 40W SuperCharge to top up 70 per-

cent of your device in just 30 minutes.

Verdict
If you want to be among the first ones to

try out the 5G, the Huawei Mate 20 X (5G) or
the King of 5G Smartphones is an interesting
device packed with excellent features that is
worth your serious consideration. 

The winner receiving her award 

Turkish Airlines, 
Bangkok
Airways in new
codeshare deal
KUWAIT: Turkish Airlines (TK) and
Bangkok Airways Public Company
Limited (PG) have announced a new
codeshare partnership, which will pro-
vide their passengers with convenient
travel connections from Turkey to desti-
nations in Thailand and other cities in
Southeast Asia, commencing on 1st
August, 2019. Under this agreement,
codeshare flights operated by Bangkok
Airways currently covers 16 roundtrip
routes on both domestic and interna-
tional; Bangkok-Chiang Mai, Bangkok-
Chiang Rai, Bangkok-Lampang,
Bangkok-Sukhothai, Bangkok-Trat,
Bangkok-Samui, Bangkok-Phuket,
Bangkok-Krabi, Samui-Phuket,
Bangkok-Danang, Bangkok-Phu Quoc,
Bangkok-Yangon, Bangkok-Mandalay,
Bangkok-Nay Pyi Taw, Bangkok-
Vientiane and Bangkok - Luang
Prabang. In addition, there are two more
roundtrip routes that are subject to
obtaining government approval which
are Bangkok-Phnom Penh and Bangkok-
Siem Reap.

Commenting on this agreement
Turkish Airlines General Manager, Bilal
Eksi said; “Turkish Airlines is pleased to
strengthen the long lasting commercial

cooperation with Bangkok Airways by
expanding it with a codeshare agree-
ment. As one of the important gateways
to Asia Pacific in the region, our passen-
gers will benefit and enjoy greater con-
venience when connecting to popular
Thailand domestic destinations as well
as other neighboring exciting travel des-
tinations via Bangkok.”

Puttipong Prasarttong-Osoth,
President of Bangkok Airways said;
“Bangkok Airways is very pleased to
work with Turkish Airlines, a leading
international airline as the codeshare
partner to strengthen our respective
route networks. This will offer business
and leisure travelers enhanced connec-
tivity and seamless access while travel-
ing in Thailand and our neighboring
countries. Moreover, Turkish Airlines’
passengers traveling on Bangkok
Airways will enjoy the boutique airline’s
unparalleled services such as lounge
access and in-flight meal.”

We got our hands on Huawei
Mate 20 X (5G) phone and
here is our verdict

Bilal Eksi

Rolls-Royce 
expresses 
optimism over 
Brexit plans
LONDON: UK enginemaker Rolls-
Royce yesterday expressed confidence
over plans for Britain’s departure from the
European Union, but revealed that the
pound’s Brexit-fuelled slump has left it
languishing in the red. There is an
increased chance that Britain will crash
out of the EU in October with no trade
deal in place under new Prime Minister
Boris Johnson, meaning it would default
to the World Trade Organization (WTO)
tariff system.

Chief Executive Warren East, speaking
to BBC radio, said Rolls-Royce was well

positioned because it already traded
under WTO rules. “We would obviously
prefer a deal because that is probably the
best chance of providing certainty for
business, but we’ve always been pre-
pared for contingency-prepared for a
no-deal of some kind,” East added.

“We’re not a ‘just-in-time’ business
like some other businesses, so we are
actually in a much stronger position than
others.  “As far as tariffs and the like are
concerned, then most of our business is in
aerospace and WTO rules apply any-
way.” Rolls-Royce has spent £100 million
($121 million, 109 million euros) to pre-
pare for Britain’s EU exit. Yesterday, Rolls
also reported “good progress” on fixing
problems with its troubled Trent 1000
plane engines. However the group’s total
net loss still hit £909 million in the six
months to June. That compared with a
broadly similar after-tax loss of £954
million a year earlier. The 2019 perform-
ance was partly skewed by a hefty £763-
million charge on the tumbling value of
the British pound. —AFP 


